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The Taming of the Youth: Discourse, Politics, and Fictional 
Representation in the Early PRC*
規訓與狂歡的敍事：
石 n 住 仵 女 眭 立 塵 由 的 畜 砉 謐 城 、赦 油 鉗 宙 祖- ■ M*# n  vw ii-i ^ wu a «
宋明偉
Mingwei Song
衛斯理學院東亞語言及文學系
Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures, Wellesley College
This essay is a study of the cultural manifestation of youth in the early years of the People7& 
Republic of China (PRC). It does not aim to examine the focus on youth merely as a social 
phenomenon, but instead considers youth as a symbolic figure that had a profound influence on 
the conceptions of nationhood and modernity. Focusing on Mao's discourse on youth and its 
effects on literature and politics, I argue that youth is a discursive constellation that is constructed 
through endless choices, creations, and readjusting of symbols, images, and representational 
modes. Its manifestation in literary imagination encodes and enlarges, but also complicates^ 
political engagement as a means of disciplining young people and appropriadng their position in 
society.
I choose to read and analyze two novels that were composed in the 1950s, Yang Mo's 
楊 沫 （1914-96)以 zAi•押 青 春 之 歌 （77^ 如叩  1958) and Wang Meng’s 王
蒙 （1934« ) ivo?別 / 青春萬歲 （L a n g 法，1953; published 1979).1 Both were
written in response to the communist discourse on youth, but with subtly different approaches and 
styles. The former can be considered a socialist Bildungsroman, which functioned as an essential 
part of the communist educational mechanism. I define the socialist Bildungsroman as a literary 
genre that assembles a specific set of narrative conventions to show readers the “correct” way 
of self-fashioning as a communist youth, aiming to promote the ucorFect" ideological thinking. 
While The Song o f Youth was the most influential Bildungsroman in the early PRCy Wang Meng5s 
novel challenges the generic definition, for it does not tmce the full circle of a herovine)^ life 
but instead depicts restless, ecstatic feelings of youths, breaking down the linear, step-by-step 
narrative of personal growth that embodies the transformative power of culture or politics. For this 
reason, Wang Meng^ novel could also become politically problematic; its narrative mechanism 
and literary expressions could complicate or even sabotage the political appropriation of youth.
Through examining Maoist discourse on youth, as well as comparing and analyzing the 
two novels, I am trying to answer the following questions: how the Commumst Party^ power *
* 1 would like to thank Professors David Der-wei Wang and Cheo Sihe for their intellectual guidance during the
writing of this paper. I was also grateful to IVofessor Rudolf Wagner for his questions and commeofs, when an 
eadier version of this was presesiad at the Fairbaiik. Center for East Asian Studies of Harvaid Univenify in
March 2006. Finally, thanks go lo two unonymous readers for their insightful comments that helped me to retine 
my aiguments as well as tbe structuie o f the paper,
1 As I will meatioD later m this essay, these two novels both went through numerous revisions over the past several 
decades, and thus there are several different editions in print. In this essay, when I a n a i^  The Song of Youth, I 
wiJI refer to its 2000 edition^ r&print of the 1960 revised edition that Yang Mo completed after the 1959 criticism 
of her first edition (1958). When I analyze Long Live Youths I will mainly refer to its 2003 edition, which partly 
restores Wang Meng's 1956 draft, instead of the 1979 edition that was heavily edited by Wang Meng himsell 
alter he survived the Cultural Revolution. These two editions best reflect the cultural politics of representing 
youth in the rarresponding historical moments in the PRCTs youth history. Wang Meng's first draft (1956 [2003]) 
shows the unchecked youthful dynamism better than his later revisions; Yang Mo’s revised edition (1960 [2〇00J); 
however, is a better testimony lo the poJilical taming of youth than its first edilion.
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enlarged, glorified, and also manipulated the agency of youth; how the youth discourse helped 
shape the national imagery and how its embodiment in novelistic narrative rewrote the national 
experience; and more important, how the literary representations of youth endorsed but also 
daringly or potentially challenged the orthodox youth discourse, penetrating into the ambiguous 
areas of the cultural manifestation of youth and thus rendering youth problematic or undoing its 
taming.
Mao and Youth
When meeting with Chinese students and trainees in Moscow on November 17,1957, Mao 
Zedong 毛 澤 東 （1893-1976) delivered a speech that in the following two decades achieved 
canonical status as his most famous cali to Chinese youths: 'The world is yours, and also ours; 
however, in the final analysis, it is yours.... You young people abound with the freshness of the 
morning air and are just at the age of blooming and prospering. You are like the sun at eight or 
nine o'clock in the morning; [our] hopes rest on you.'"2
Mao’s words highlight the agency of youth in the making of a new China. Compared with 
Lenin's maxim that "che who holds the youth holds the future^ which defines young people 
as subjects to be held or manipulated, Mao's comparison with the morning sun grants youth 
a superior vanguard position in a political culture that seeks to break with everything aged^ 
conservative, traditional, and even authoritative. On a more profound level, the Maoist metaphor 
of "morning sunH displays his seemingly '"permanent, unquestionable^ solidarity with youths. 
While the communist propaganda deified Mao as the "red sun" shining over China, naming youth 
the "morning sun" served as a fundamental strategy to guarantee that youths played the role 
desired by Mao in Cfaina3 *s political life, fully committed to his political calls. Throughout the first 
three decades of the PRC, Mao9s eulogy would safeguard his appropriation of youth for political 
purposes.
Mao's call to youths may best be considered the culmination of a century-long effort by 
many generations of Chinese intellectuals and revolutionaries to enlighten and manipulate as well 
as glorify and cntclogize youth.3 W^en China was dragged into the maelstrom of modemiiy in 
the second half of the nineteenth century， the late Qing intellectuals first discovered or invented 
“youth” and its revolutionary potentials. In the modem context^ youth has been rendered as the 
sign of a new world that seeks its meaning in the future rather than in the past* Restless, elusive^ 
and protean, youth motivates change, progress, and revolution, and it remains central to a wide
2 Mao Zedongs ^Speech to Chinese Students and Trainees in Moscow,11 John K. Leung and Michael Y. M. Kau, 
eds.. The Mailings o f Mao Zedong (Armook, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1992) II: 773^74. This paragraph fiist appeared 
in 尺 r i t o  人 民 日 報 说 办 】，November2 0 ,1957.
3 For more explanation of the youth discourse in modem Chii^ see Song Mingwei 宋明偉，“Xiandai Zhongguo
de qingclmn xiangxiang” 現代中國的青春想像 「 The Youth Discourse of Modem Chiisa”〗，X紅*!£以 Z k ?!踩
現代中國 [T/if •/如 Chines 5加 /iej] (Beijing: fieijing daxue chubansbe，2006) 8:14542.
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range of reflections on the accelerated changes of a modem world. From the late Qing to the 
early years of the PRCt many of China's leading reformers, revolutionaries, educators, and 
writers chose youth as the symbolic sign to voice their yearnings for rcfonn, revolution, and 
enlightenment, as well as a good life and a better future in general. For them, youth evoked new 
paradigms of cultural and political imaginations, and what they saw in it, or rather, what they 
wrote into it， eventually made youth a new agent of history that could perpetuate the national uige 
to rejuvenate and modernize China.
Of various discourses on youth that contended and boomed in modem China, the most 
influential was Liang Qichao’s 梁 啟 超 （1873-1929) “Shaonian Zhongguo shuo” 少年中國説 
("Discourse on Young China/11900), which obviously echoed numerous slogans emerging in the 
worldwide nationalist movements in the nineteenth century—'"young Italy,,5 t(young Germany, 
and '"yGung Japan/1 Bringing home the idea of national rejuvenation, Liang, for the first time 
in Chinese literature, clearly defined youth as a political trope and used it to present the vision 
of new China as a modem nation-state. Liang wished for an independent, powerful state that 
would stay forever young, full of vigor and vitality, and thus be able to compete with the Western 
powers and stand as a superior sovereign country on the global political stage.4 In the century 
after Liang coined the phrase "Young C hina,and  particularly after the May Fourth Movement 
shaped a generation of the so-called xin qingnian Iff W ^  (new youth), the youth-oriented culture 
prevailed and substantiaily changed Cnina9s inteiiectual iife. It motivated comprehensive reforms 
of Chinese culture and society and empowered all kinds of radical thinking, including Chinese 
communism. Liang's dream of a young China became commonplace among modem Chinese 
intellectuals and politicians, who through various means attempted to start their own <tcorrect>, 
political campaigns to make it come true. One of them was Mao.
What Liang had planned for China^ rise on the global political stage seems to have been 
achieved by Mao through a sweeping revolutionary war that gained for China the promise of 
autonomous sovereignty and a hope for continuous progress toward its rise as a superpower The 
biith of the PRC was hailed by the communists, as well as by many ordinary Chinese people, 
as the moment of national rejuvenatioiu AVhat Mao established coutd be literally considered a 
young China, for according to a census in 1961,12 years after the fGundation of the PRC, more 
tban 50 percent of the Chinese population were youths and children, including about 130 million 
young people between the ages of 15 and 24, which was the age range for membership in the 
Gon约 共 青 團 （Communist Youth League)， in addition to 200 million children bom after 
October 1949,5 Youth was given unprecedented attention in PRC political life: Mao called young
4 See Liang Qichao 梁啟超,•‘Shaonian zhongguo shuo” 少年中國説丨“Discourse on Young China”]， 灯!• /»〇〇
清議報  JoufTia/ 的 /D 红 35 (February 10, 1900). For analysis of Liang’s discourse
on young China* see Mei Jialing 梅家玲 ， “Faxian shaonia> xiangxiang Zhongguo” 發現少年•想像中國 
rDiscoveriiigYouthJmaginiEigChina’l/A z/uifejw ^iu 漢學研究 [CAinf此 5/uAVf】 I (2001): 249>74-
5 See E, Stuart Kirby, ed.* Youth in China (Hong Kong: Dragonfly Btxsks, 1965) 7 3 ,114. The ohgiaa! dala speared
mZAo/i狀 知 w 中國青年報 [CAi/ifje (January 1,1962).
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people t(the most active and lively part of the entire social forces";6 May Fourth was officially 
instituted as the qingnian jie (youth day); and young people were sometimes given
important posts in the party or league organizations—for example, Wang Meng, at the age of 15, 
was already a director of the student department on a district-level league committee in Beijing, 
and he was soon promoted to the directorship of the more important organization department.7 8
But the wreath also conferred responsibilities: the extolling of youth also functioned as a 
mandate. As epitomized by the title of engineer Wu Yunduo’s 吳運 鐸 （1917-91) autobiography， 
Ba yiqie xiangei dang 把一切獻給M  (Devoting Everything to the Party, 1953)， the seemingly 
glorious youth imagery fabricated by the Maoist ideology was nevertheless preconditioned 
by an obedient submission to a higher principle that demanded wholehearted devotion. When 
Mao delivered his speech in Moscow, it appeared that he was addressing the entire collective 
of Chinese youths, but the audience actually consisSed of a snuititude of individual youths who 
received his speech either in person or through news media. While his words transfonned youth 
into a sublime figure as the "morning sun " Mao9s call executed a pedagogical mission to inspire 
and instruct every individual youth to fashion his or her self by remaining faithful to Chairman 
Mao, forever following the party's mandate, devoting him- or herself to the conununist cause, and 
thus transfonning into a qualified new citizen of the young republic.
Mao’s speech seems to assume that every individual youth has the potential to become a 
(imoming sun." However,in reality, ihe individuals had to possess certatn qualifications compatible 
with the sublime image defined by Mao and the party. Otherwise they had to adhere to a most 
strenuous procedure of self-criticism, reeducation, and rectification in order to meet the political 
standards. The setting up of different levels of the Conununist Youth League organizations and 
their increasingly dominant presence in all educational institutions in the PRC, together with the 
laying out of a set of strict rules and requirements for members,® all point toward the fact that,
6 Mao Zedong 毛澤東 ， Afoo 毛 澤 東 選 集 WorJb (Beijing: Renmin
chubansbe, 1977) 5:247,
7 Wang Meng 王蒙，他叫  A/fng 王 蒙 自 傳 A收办_〇发叫办 W Win容祕叩 ] (Guangzhou: Huacheng
chubsushe, 2-006) 1'86^
8 The Communist Youth League was founded in April 1949r with ibe oflicial name *(Zhongguo xinminzhu zhuyi
qingnian loan” 中國新民主主義青年團 (Chinese new democracy youth league). It Ainctioned as central organ
to organize Chinese youths, including students in middle schools and colleges. In May 1957, it was renamed 
“Zhongguo gongchan zhuyi qingnian tuan” 中國共產主義青年團 （Chinese communist youth league). The 
organizational structure of the Youth League was almost idenlical to that of the Conununist Poity, and strictly worked 
according to a hierarchical principle dirou^i the district, county, ormuiucipal» picfectural» provincial, and tegional 
levels. The members weie lequired to pronounce their devotion to the ccmimiiiiist cause and swear in &ont of the 
league's flag and often also in front 6t Chainnan Mao's portrait. See Paul M. Healy, The Chinese Cammunist Youih 
League, 1949-1979 (Nathan, Queensland, Australia: Griflith Asian Papeis, 1962). For the politiuil role of youlh 
in China's social change in the eariy PRC, sec Rudolf Wagner, Inside a Service Trade; Studies in Contemporary 
Chinese Pmse (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asain Saidies, Harvard University, 1992).
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in order to become a qualified "socialist new person" in Mao's China, the individual youth had 
to receive corrective training and pass a series of political tests designed to "perfect^ his or her 
self to such an extent that ''whatever smacks too much of the human creature—appetite, feeling, 
sensibility, sensuality, imagination, fear, passion, lust, self-interest—is purged and repressed so 
that the all-too-human is sublimated into the superhuman or ever inhuman realm,>，9 which assumes 
a divine form of a collective subject that can be named as the party, the nation, communism, 
Maoism, or even the Mred sunH Mao himself.
When Wang Meng studied as a future youth leader at the Central School of the Youth League 
in 1949, he was devoting most of his time to participating in the meetings for '"criticism and self- 
criticism.” He saw many of his classmates (over)honestly digging out all the “weaknesses” and 
<<shortconungsM in their professional as well as private lives that hindered their progress, vowing
t〇 r6nGlinC£ tiicin and bcCGniv C|UailjiCu p6Gpic.T，^  TiiiS cXpctlctiCc WaS CGiluliGn to IQOSi
of the young people who wished to immerse themselves in the grandiose socialist construction 
in the early 1950s. This peculiar “curriculum’’ clearly defined the personal development of 
politically aspiring youths as a predetermined self-corrective process moving toward a single 
type of conclusive maturity that signified the purge of private interests and individualistic 
tendencies, to be replaced by an unconditional subordination of the self to the collective^ nation, 
and revolution.
Considering the individual youths reviving Mao's eloquent speech, we may find that 
the radiant glory of the "'morning sun** could not eclipse the more dazzling flare produced in 
the intensive workings of the revolutionary educational machinery that served as the specific 
technology of power9 101 to guide youth to seek the desired political maturity. In Mao's China, 
youth, the glorious, sublime morning sun, had to be manufactured through the most intricate 
procedures of disciplining and taming. One of the specific technologies of power took the literary 
form of the socialist Bildungsroman.
The Socialist BUdungsroman
RilAunQxrnmnn is orivinallv a German crifiraf term nseH to refer tn si nnvelistir venre. that-- ------------------------— -•   口-  ^  — -  ------------ -     ---------------------— —  T T — — —■ — _  * -----------------口 —  -W-W-.T-
finds its mature form in novels like Goethe^s Wilhelm Meister Lehrjahre (Wilhelm Meister*s 
Apprenticeship, 1795-96).12 As M. M. Bakhtin summarizes, this type of novel is generically 
1£modem,* because it shows the revolutionary quality of the protagonist^ Biidung: 4<He is [...] on
9 Ban Wang, The Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics and Politics in Twentieih-Cemury China (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1997) 2.
10 This infonnatiem was provided by Wang Meng himself when I interviewed him in Beijing in July 2008.
U Here I have bonowed the Foucauldiaa temiinology. See Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish (New York: 
Vintage, 1995) 194.
12 See Todd Kontje, The German Bildmgsrvman; History o f a National Genre (Columbia, Md.: Camden House, 
1993) 29.
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the border between two epochs, at the transition point from one to the other [...] He is forced to 
become a new* unprecedented type of human being/"13 For Bakhtin^ Lukdcs, and other Western 
theorists, the French Revolution that ushered Europe into a new age nurtured the classical 
Bildungsroman. For the early PRC writers, the striving for China *s further communist revolution 
provided a perfect chronotope to stage the growth of new "human beings," who were to discard 
the feudalistic and bourgeois “vices” of the past and devote themselves to the cause of creating a 
“new heaven and earth•，’
The borrowed concept of ^Bildungsroman^ was introduced into Chinese literary thought 
in the May Fourth period and later elaborated on by writers and critics with a strong interest in 
German literature， such as Feng Zhi 瑪 至 （1905-93).14 After the foundation of the PRC, the 
influence of the classical European Bildungsroman was receding. However, a Russian novel 
written by the soldier turned writer Nikolai Ostrovsky (1904-36), Kak zokalialas stal {How the 
Steel Was Tempered, 1934),15 served as the finest example for early PRC writers who tried their 
hand at this genre, including Yang Mo and Wang Meng.
Ostrovsky's protagonist, Pawel Korchagin, or in its Chinese translation, Bao'er Kechajin 
保爾克察金 ， is a household name in the PRC, and very likely the best known foreign literary 
character among people who lived through the Mao era. The novel writes into an individual 
youth's growth all kinds of disciplines that denote political correctness, such as submission to 
the party authority, never-ending self-criticism, and abaisdcnment of ali-tcG-kuinaR weaknesses. 
It describes how Korchagin, a poor Ukraine youth, develops into a steel-like communist soldier 
at the expense of his love, his personal feelings^ and even his health. However, as the narrative 
reveals, all these losses and perils function as necessary tools to make a good piece of steel out of 
Korchagin^ and his will grows increasingly tougher until he becomes the strong-willed^ personal 
emotion-free, superhuman hero for youths lo emulate.
How the Steel Was Tempered was Arst introduced to Chinese readers in 1937 through a 
secondhand translation from the Japanese.16 A better-crafted translation of the novel, based on its 
English version^ was published in 1942 under direct order from the Communist Party's highest 
authority,17 This second translation was widely read by Chinese youths living in both nationalist-
13 M. M. Bakhtin, *The Bildungsroman and Its Significance in Ihe History of Realism (Toward a Historical 
Topology of the Novel),M Speech Genres and Other Later Essays (Austin: Universit5, of Texas Press, 1986) 23.
14 The term was translated by different scholars as “jiaoyang xia的huo” 教養小説 ， “jiaoyu xiaoshuo” 教育小説， 
and “chengzhang xiaoshuo” 成長小説 .
15 Kak zokalialas sicd was published in 1934 in Russia. The English transladon was published in X937 as Nikolai 
Ostrovsky's The Making of a Hero by New York s^ Inlemational Publishers. The translator was Alec 6ro\vn.
16 This version was published by Shanghai Chaofeng chubansbe in 1937_ The trans丨ators were Duan Luofu 段洛夫 
and Chen Feihuang 陳非環.Only Che first Yolume’ consisting of nine chapters’ was in print.
17 The tirsl complete translation of 如  S/fe/ Wcu was published by Shanghai Xinzhi shudian in
1942. The translator was K4ei Yi 梅益 . Zhou Enlai 周恩來  directly recommended this novel lo Mei Yi. This 
edition was reprinted by Renmin wenxue chubanshe in 1952, and has so tar remained the most popular edition
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and communist-occupied areas before 1949. Wang Meng read it before he decided to join the party 
in nationalist-occupied Beijing.18 Wu Yunduo, the so-cailed Chinese Bao'er (Pawel), admits in 
his autobiography that reading it inspired him to become a useful person for the party despite his 
handicap.19 As Dai Jinhua 戴錦華  points out， this novel is “one of the very few texts constantly 
available in a socialist China that repeatedly breaks its historical memory and cultural genealogy 
with radical social reforms and political violence; it's undoubtedly one of the r&d classics."20
The glorified image of Korchagin as a youth occupied a prominent place in the PRC4s orthodox 
revolutionary education and literary imagination. *To leam from Pawel/* a popular slogan among 
Chinese youths in the early PRC, translates literature into life, and the Bildungsroman of the 
Russian hero, while promising every one a chance to grow from nobody into a superhero, solidly 
established a set of conventions for not only the literary representation but also the actual training 
of Chinese youths. How Pawel overcomes ^weakness" and strengthens his revolutionary will set 
the correct route for a socialist youth's personal development. For several generations in the Mao 
era, Pawel Korchagin was the most widely admircd role model.21
When Yang Mo was pondering the idea of writing an autobiographical novel in September 
1951, she learned from How the Steel Was Tempered how to structure her narrative and create a 
true hero(ine) compatible with the revolutionary nature of youth.22 She borrowed from Ostrovsky 
a master plot that shows an ending-oriented, gradual development of the protagonist. The 
development process maintains a definitive fonn as a narrative scheme to integrate the individual 
youth's psychological growth into the larger-than-life revolutionary career. The ending signifies 
the protagonist's maturity in the acquisition of a political identity that qualifies him or her as an 
acceptable member of the revolutionary family. That political identity, so significant and magic, 
is of course, very often, party membership, which will be granted to the protagonist only after he 
or she passes all the personal and political tests.
The narrative of Yang Mo5s The Song o f Youthy as a Chinese socialist Bildungsroman^ tells
of the novel.
t8 This ioformatioD was provided by Wang Meng during my interview with him in Beijing, July 2008.
19 See Wu Yunduo 吳連薄 ， ita 丨e Jc^ zn肛i dang 把 一 切 獻 給 黨 客  £ve^y也Mg to 成£ (Beijing:
Gongrcn chubanshe, 1963) 148.
20 Dai Jinhua 戴錦華 ， ^Chongxie bongse jingdian” 重 寫 紅 色 經 典 【“Rewriting Red Classics”]. Chen Ping^mn 
陳平原  and Yamaguchi Mamora 山口守  T eds” Doz/uw议 dtwmmei jh handoi'nwrnw 大眾傅媒與現代文學 
[Afafj Media and Modern Literature] (Beijing: Xinshijie chubanshe, 2003) 524. The translation is mine.
2t For this novel's influence on Chinese youlhs, see Rudolf Wagner^Life as a Quote from a Foreign Book: Love, 
Pavel, and Rita," Herwig Schmidt-Glinizer, edM Das andere China (lA^esbaden: Hanassowitz Veriag, 1995) 
475. Also see Song Mingwei_ “Gangtie shi zheyang liancheng de? D丨liudai daoyan de ziwo stizao” 鋼嫌是這
樣棟成的？-----第六代導演的自我塑造[“How the Steel Was Tempered: the Setf-fasWooing of the Sixth
Generation Filmmakers”], SAong/toi w拥Aua 上 海 文 化 [伽 CWAi汉] 3 (2007): 39~48.
22 I a n  Piri 老鬼 , Afe 母 親 模 沫 [Afy Afe] (Wuhan: Chang^aag wenyi chuisnshe, 20Q5)
64.
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exactly this stoiy of the heroine Lin Daojing’s 林道靜  development ftom a lonely, helpless young 
sentimentalist into a solid-minded communist fighter, and she joins the party at the climactic ending 
of the novel. Her psychological growth is shown as a process of increasing political awareness 
until she eventually gains a powerful and larger 6tself1 by merging with the massive collective 
that is the nation. Technically^ this idnd of ending-oriented narrative, found in both The Song 
o f Youth and its model How the Steel Was Tempered, depends on a basic narrative strategy that 
Franco Moretti calls "teleological rheloricM: cThis teleological rhetoric—the meaning of events 
lies in their finality—is the narrative equivalent to Hegelian thought, with which it shares a strong 
normative vocation: events acquire meaning when they led to one ending, and one only."23
According to Moretti, this rhetoric defines the classical fonn of the Bildungsroman. Using the 
example of Wilhelm Meister Lehrjahre, he illustrates that the European classical Bildungsroman 
conditions the conclusive synthesis of maturity m ihc certainty of tuc free iuuiViduEl^s socialiZatiou, 
portraying the "ring of life^ as a process of at once internalizing the social norm and humanizing 
the world.24 By adopting these narrative conventions* its socialist counterpart maintains a similar 
teleological outlook of completing the individual improvement in the process of ^socialization,19 
or rather, "revolutionization " either by internalizing the revolutionary spirit and acting it out 
in social struggles or by accepting the socialist norms as indispensable ideological comfort 
for individuals. The difference between these two forms of Bildungsroman is clear: while the 
European classical version is primarily empowered by humanist optimism and the conviction of 
legitimating the harmonious personality in a symmetry of self and society, the Chinese socialist 
version introduces a set of radicalized, dramatized revolutionary ethics that desires to lift the 
individual youth from the all-too-human reality and send him or her into the sublime domains of 
nationhood, collective, and communism.
Teleological rhetoric is a common device found in most PRC socialist novels> such as 
暴 風 驟 雨 （//w m am e，1949)， Kw ’ot 保 衛 延 安 KwiVhi， 
1954)， and CAm a m s/u•創 業 史 （执 Afew L (^，I960)* It orients the narrative toward 
a dearly defined ending that marks the absolute triumph of communism. 77ie Song as a
发froman， is particularly good at using it to present a linear，step-by-step transformation of 
the prot3gooist,s personality toward a predete-nnined ending tbst signifies the corrective of ai! the 
^individual weakness" betrayed in the previous stages in her development.
The socialist Bildungsroman^ alongside other dominant socialist genres such as the 
^revolutionary historical nover* and "socialist realist novel,boomed in the heyday of the socialist 
transformation that reached its climax upon the completion of the First Five-Year Plan (1953-57), 
However， this period was also eventfiil politically. Several “pwges” and “campaigns” took place, 
such as the anti-Hu Shi 胡適  campaign (1954) that aimed to silence the liberal intellecUials and 
the anti-Hu Feng campaign (1955) that purged leftist dissenters from the communist camp. 
Moreover, this period immediately predated the Antirightist Movement (1957), which ushered
23 Franco Moretti, The Way o f the World: The Bildungsroman in European Cuiture (London: Verso, 2000) 7.
24 Ibid, 15-73,
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in more pervasive liquidations that would continue one after another for nearly two decades. 
Deemed the literary version of the apolitical behavior guidebook*' for progressive youths, the 
socialist Bildimgsroman was Co function as a ^lighting machine11 to combat liberal, bourgeois, 
and many other ^counterTevolutionary" influences, and it probably weighed more heavily ia the 
campaigns than other genres because its narrative was fonnalized as the process of cultivating 
the legitimate and qualified ^ masters" of the new society. Thus situated in the historical context of 
various political campaigns, the narrative of youth9s personal development can never be equated to 
an innocent praise of youth. It turns into a battlefield for struggles with the t<wrongf, ideologies as 
well as with the ilproblematicH part of the self. When the socialist campaign was moving quickly 
to fight different ''enemies" the socialist Bildungsroman followed the ideological trends with its 
own rapid metamotphosis, and made the story of youth into a ceaseless process of corrective and 
self-corrective actions.
The Song o f Youth
After reading TAe o/KurfA， Mao Dun 茅 盾 （1896-1981) immediately wrote an article 
to endorse the novel's political and literary merits. He enjoyed it to such an extent that he also 
produced hundreds of entries of conunentary on its artistic features and ideological connotations. 
Mao Dun may have been so much in favor of Yang Mo's novel because its characters and plot 
bear obvious resemblance to those of ^ 虹 1930)， Mao Dun’s own first full-length 
novel. Both books portray the protagonist as a female intellectual youth who originally belongs 
to the bourgeois class but eventually grows into a communist revolutioaary; and both focus on 
the psychological development of the protagonist from disillusionment to (political) maturity, 
and weave the personal growth into the mixed story lines of political enlightenment and romantic 
experience.
However, written thirty years after Rainbow and in a social environment shaped by the 
triumph of the Communist Party's struggle for power, The Song o f Youth gains political superiority 
over Mao Dun^ novel by completing a story that Mao Dun left unfinished. The narrative of 
comeg 的 a sudden stop at the crucial moment of its protagORist Nfiss Mei’s life story 
when she appears on tfcthe stage of history" for the first time by taking part in the 1925 May 
Thirtieth Movement But the novel ends there without showing how the protagonist could act 
out her newly acquired political ambition, to "throw herself into revolution.f, As several scholars 
have pointed out, the awkward ending of Mao Dun's novel is indicative of the conflicts and 
complications that are not easy to negotiate between the protagonist1& sexuality and political 
awareness, and between her youthful pursuit of self-determination and the revolutionary mandate 
for total submission.25
25 See I>avid Der-wei Wang, Fictional Realism in 20th-Century Ckina (New York; Columbia Uoivei5it>r Press, 
1992) 40*43. Also see Chen Jimh助 陳 建 華 ； 君 yii 2>朗 32£号/ jdaojfcjc!办 jc/fl/Kfeir/Vig
zAflttfaz/革命與形式—^茅 盾 早 期 小 説 的 現 代 性 展 開 am/Form；1細 /feoi/zariort fj/Afoftern办
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The Song o f Youth ends at a similar historical moment when Lin Daojing performs her first 
political mission by helping the party stage the 1935 December Ninth Movement. In contrast 
to the short, ambiguous ending of Rainbow, this is a clear <fchappy ending/9 for it creates a real 
climax for both the social movement and the character's personal development. The December 
Ninth Movement is portrayed as a great triumph of the party, and Lin Daojing, as a new party 
member, accomplishes her first political job, mobilizing students to participate. Furthermore, as 
I will explain later, Lin Daojing's Bildung is completed also in the sense that she has attained 
a seemingly harmonious unity of an array of contradictory elements in her life: sexuality and 
revolution, individuality and collective, self-determination and political commitment.
As Moretti points outT the typical structure of the classical is “a perfect
circle: Wilhelm’s formation is achieved only by subordinating himself to the Tower—the Tower’s 
legitimatsoR only by making Vilhelm happy. It is a beautiful syfiunetry, a perfect niatch. [..*] A 
perfect marriage: like those that conclude Wilhelm Meister and Pride and P re ju d iced  There 
are huge differences between Lin Daojing and these European characters in their speeches and 
manners, characterizations, and psychological nuances. However, 7%^  iScw发 决 apparently
conforms to the requirements of the classical narrative structure that has to converge on a "happy 
ending": Lin Daojing finds a larger meaning of self by subordinating it to the party while the party 
endorses her self-identity as a political leader; she also finds her “perfect marriage” in a secret 
relationship with her mentor, Jiang Hua 江華 .
In this sense, The Song o f Youth completes the 4<perfect circleM of Lin Daojing's life story 
with a conclusive ending. This kind of conclusion is not only wanted in Rainbow but also missing 
in most of the Chinese Bildungsroman written before 1949 that, for various political or aesthetic 
reasons, are often open*ended narratives that posit more challenges to than endorsements of the 
ideological calls， as best exemplified by Lu Ling’s 路 翔 （1923-94) 由邮/* 財主的
兒 女 們 （C7w7t/r扮i £>/仂疗 /fi’c/r，1945~48). Yang Mo’s achievement may have thrilled Mao Dun 
as a politically correct cultural leader, but it may also indicate the reduction of rich, realistic 
portraits of life's complications and conflicts to a simplified truth-claiming answer that attempts 
to ideologize both historical contexts and personal experiences.
However, in the case of Yang Mo's novel, the conclusive ending is a political necessity. Il 
grants the development story of youth a specifically delined ''sublime" meaning that is larger 
than the development of a personality: the making of a nation. It voices the necessity that the 
ultimate solution to the problem of i"becoiningH is to be found in the transformation of the 
individual into an invisible but essential part of the total sum of Chinese people. This is revealed 
in the last paragraphs of the novel: Lin Daojing^ extremely excited but also exhausted, immerses 
herself in the mad crowd and shouts with others on behalf of the entire Chinese nation: ^Chinese 
people, rise to save China!49 She faints but immediately gets support from the strong arms of 
other girls marching with her; she (dis)appears in the crowd, becoming one of many ^dauntless
in M n n  T}ttn E〇r !y  M〇Vsls\ (S h a n ghai- P llijan  f^ gTTllp rK llh a n ghgf 2 0 0 7 ) 1 ^ 8 -2 1 9 .
26 Moieni, The Way of the World, 22.
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young demonstrators who marched steadily forward, and forever forward, with their heart-stirring 
slogans shouted over the streets of the ancient capital.**27
Framed between the 1931 Mukden Incident and the 1935 December Ninth Movement, the 
novel contains another important plot line that runs beneath Lin Daojing's life story: Mao gained 
absolute leadership in the party and, when conironted with the Japanese invasion, decided upon 
a new policy: to build a ^communist nation" by uniting all Chinese people in the Resistance 
War instead of further engaging in "class struggles*' as instructed by the Soviet leadership. 
The development of Lin Daojing*s political awareness is mainly staged against this historical 
background,28 Toward the end of the novel, she shows her political maturity particularly in being 
able to unite all kinds of students (and faculty members) under the banner of "saving China/4 In 
the climax, Lin Daojing gains a powerful uself9 by both arousing the political passions of the 
masses and attaching her iuentity io the collecuve. She is "inakirig^ a new epoch of history by 
accepting and spreading to the people a political consciousness that seeks to establish a new 
national identity. This ending renders Lin Daojing's Bildung into a ^ national allegoiy.M When she 
is reborn as a Maoist nationalist, she also witnesses the rebirth of a nation.
It is no accident that Yang Mo chose to end her novel in this way> for her initial intention 
was to produce a testimony of her excitement about the birth of the New China in 1949.29 After its 
publication in 1958, it was made into a major motion picture as a special gift to the young nation 
for its tenth anniversary on the Nationai Day of 1959. The government-endorsed popularity and 
the canonical status of this novel clearly confirm its political correctness as a text that embodies 
the orthodox "memory of the national experience,which serves to highlight the unchallenged 
leadership of the Communist Party in the Chinese revolution.
However, Yang Mo had to go through mimerous revisions to politically “correct” her 
narrative. It took her four years to complete the first draft, and she had to wait another four years 
to gel it published after accepting suggestions for revision from the editors and the party leaders. 
After the publication of the 1958 version, praises came together with waves of criticism from both 
leftist critics and common readers, who found the novel too ubourgeoisieM and ^individualistic.1' 
Yang Mo was forced to make some major revisions that led to the publication of a revised edition 
in 1960=The mnsi obvious difference between the 1958 and I960 editions is the latter's inclusion 
of eight new chapters that describe Lin Daojing's underground political activities in rural areas.30
27 Yang Mo 楊沬， 评 青 春 之 歌 [7%^50/1尽0 /份u/A】 , rev. ed. (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 
2000) 636. The translation is mine,
28 See Li Yang 李摒，Aitw容zAtf/i及 J i / mi r t g / a  抗爭與宿命之路 [77w Awrf o/Srrwgg/e and (Changchun:
Shidai wen>i chubanshe, 1993) 55.
29 Yang Mo, “Qingchun shi meihao de” 青 春 是 美 好 的 [^Youih is Beautiful”】 , King Mo 楊 沫 専 集 [77w
Companion to Yang Mo] (Shenyang： Shenyang shifan xu>iian zhoDgneoxi, 1979) 23-29,
30 See 丨 in Hongyu 金宏宇，Z/umgguo xianddi changpian xiaoshuo ba/sben jiaopitig 中菌現代長癟小説名著 
版本校評[The Corr^arisons and Commenfs on the Editions of the Famous 油kiem Chinese Novels] (Beiiing: 
Remnin weoxue chubanshe  ^2004) 238-75.
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This was clearly intended to satisfy those critics who thought the novel did not show Lin Daojing's 
integration with the proletariat, particularly the Chinese peasants who played a major role in 
Mao's revolution. This new subplot also indicates Yang Mo's further awareness of the necessity 
to follow Maoist discourse to describe the past, and bringing Lin Daojing to face more political 
tests staged in rural areas testifies to a political belief that Mao's China rose up with the aid of the 
famous strategy of ‘‘surrounding the cities from the countryside.” Yang Mo’s rewriting poignantly 
shows her submission to the power machine. The continuous revision of her novel is itself a 
testimony to the disciplinary taming of the author, her creative passions, and the text itself.
The strenuous rewriting of the text minors the equally strenuous struggle of the protagonist, 
who keeps checking herself and seeking a more correct way to achieve political progress. As 
mentioned earlier^ the narrative of The Song o f Youth is developed strictly as a linear^ step-by-step 
transformation of the protagonist's consciousness until it reaches a preconditioned ending. This 
development, as summarized by Mao Dun, is laid out through three distinctive stages, which clearly 
correspond to the crucial steps of China’s revolution, at least as defined by the orthodox Maoist 
narrative: the May Fourth rebellion against feudalism together with the pursuit of democracy and 
individual freedom, the Marxist efforts to make massive social changes through class struggles, 
and eventually the Maoist engagement in woricing out a Chinese version of communist nation- 
building.31
The orderly alternation of these historical stages, together with the corresponding ideological 
categories, determines that each step of the narrative development is empowered by the overcoming 
of the “wrong” or “problematic’* consciousness in the previous stage of Lin Daojing’s life. The 
well-planned classification of the different stages, in both personal and historical terms, makes 
The Song o f Youth a smoothly structured narrative that consists of three distinctive stages of Lin 
Daojing^ life journey: the initiation of self-awareness, the attraction to theoretical Marxism, and 
the final conversion to Maoist nationalism. The three stages also parallel Lin Daojing^s three love 
affairs, with a liberal intellectual, a theoretical Marxist, and a Maoist party leader.
Through the synchronization of Lin Daojing's political progress with her change of lovers, 
the novel produces a unique allegory for the relationship between sexuality and politics. As a 
young woman, Lui Daojing's gender is rendered as a ^voiu subject,into which each amorous 
relationship with a male mentor writes a certain political discourse. The feminist critics Dai Jinhua 
and Meng Yue have both paid attention to the gender representation of the novel. Dai elaborates on 
the intricate connections between Lin and her lovers, which index a larger ideological significance 
that differentiates the former and the latter to such an extent that they actually fonn two groups 
of contrasting identities: the female/disciple/intellectual versus the male/mentor/political leader.32
31 See Mao D皿 茅 盾 ，‘Anyang pingjia g 抑 cAwi 洲 供 ? 怎 樣 評 價 （青春之歌 > 【“How to Evaluate 
Song of YouthT], Yang Mo zhuanji, 209*
32 SeeDaiJinhua，‘‘0/^cAwizA/於 LishishiyuzhongdeclKHigdu” <育春之歌 > :歴史視闕中的重讀 [7%e
沿即  〇/  K?"此 a Rereading in the Hisiorical Vkios], Taag 唐小兵， Zs:■方 ■而也;;:哀狀
再 解 證 ：大 眾 文 藝 與 意 識 形 態 (Beijing: Beijing
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Meng Yue also argues that "Yang Mo used the gender issue to assure the Party's political strength 
and subsequently its absolute authority in the name of the nation/03
Here I will not further pursue the question of gender politics as betrayed in Yang Mo's 
novel, which Dai and Meng have well explored in their essays. Instead I will closely analyze 
the noveFs linear narrative as a Bildungsroman. Before looking into the details of Lin Daojing*s 
personal development, I need to point out that her class identity, an extremely sensitive issue 
in the political climate then， is 过 variable thanks to the mixed class nature of her parents. Lin 
Daojing is the daughter of a landlord, but her biological mother is a peasant, which ironically 
guarantees that she has both access to a decent modem education， as her father is rich， and the 
right to claim membership in the oppressed class. In her own words, she has uboth white bones 
and black bones."34 This coexistence, while entitling her to some advantageous conditions for 
self-development, also indicates the impurity of her <cbloodt or uclass,M and thus requires her to go 
through some of the most challenging political tests, in which she has to revolutionize her mind 
and body by removing all the **white bones.*' In reality, the author Yang Mo's parents were both 
of the gentry class; the metaphor is more indicative of a historical situation where intellectuals 
who were regarded as belonging to the *(petty bourgeoisie" had to receive re-education to purge 
from their minds any tcboui^eois elements/'
The eight chapters added to the 1960 version detail the process of Lin Daojing's *4re- 
education.,> She is sent by the party to the house of a landlord to help agitate the peasant uprising. 
In the beginning, she cannot help having a good impression of the gentleman landlord who 
is well educated and civilized, but feeling disgusted by the stench of the laboring peasants as 
well as the vulgarity of the illiterate servants. But after being enlightened and instructed by her 
mentor Jiang Hua, Lin Daojing is described as having eventually reached a realization of her 
own vanity, a major vice of the bourgeois class, or, to be more specific, of her former self as a 
liberal intellectual. One interesting example that best illustrates Lin DaojingTs political awareness 
is when she sees the breathtaking scenery of the countryside during a night errand. At first, 
mesmerized, she almost cries out: "How beautiful is nature!^ But with a shabbily dressed old 
peasant in sight, she immediately checks herself. After renouncing her earlier excitement as uthe 
typical petty-bourgeois sentiments/5 she asks herself: "When will your romantic poetic feelings 
become as healthy as those of the workers and peasants?"35 By the end of these eight chapters, 
Lin Daojing believes that she can see the truth of both classes—both the cruelty of the gentry and 
the innocence, kindness, and political superiority of the peasants. The writing of this subplot was 
also a re-education process for Yang Mo herself, as seen in her confession in the postscript to the 
revised version: Lin Daojing was originally an intellectual full of bourgeois sentiments, but after
daxue cbubanshet2007) 192-207.
33 Meng Yue,‘Rroale Images and Naticmal Myth,” Tani Barlow, ed” Ge/uifr ZWi/iVf jn M h办m C/uVta: HVrV/n度 
and Feminism (Durham: Duke Univereity Press, 1993) 128.
54 Yang mo, Qingchun zhi ge, 257. The translatioD is mine.
35 Ibid., 358. The translation is mine.
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she receives her political education, particularly after she takes on the tests of working in the 
countryside, she overcomes the petty-bourgeois shortcomings in her personality.36
It is a long road for Lin Daojing to this culmination of her political apprenticeship. Her 
metamorphosis goes back to a most painful moment in her life, when she, as an eighteen-year- 
old student, was about to be forced into an arranged marriage. As said earlier, the first phase of 
Lin Daojing^ Bildung is developed around the typical May Fourth theme of rebelling against 
feudalism. But what is more interesting in the novel's representation of this theme is its rather 
sophisticated questioning of the May Fourth value system, which already prepares the plot to 
progress toward the next stage: surpassing May Fourth mdividuaiism and accepting a Marxist 
belief in collectivism.
The novel begins with a traumatic moment that calls into question the possibility of a 
youth maintaining individuality when he or she is determined to break with the feudalist social 
order, Lin Daojing, trying to escape the arranged marriage, has no way to make a living on her 
own, and thus, at the very beginning of her life story, she is already on the verge of committing 
suicide. Her helplessness and despair can be read as the epitome of the modem tragedy of the May 
Fourth young individualists after the tide of the movement receded, leaving a sweeping feeling of 
disillusionment. Lin Daojing's weeping image at the moment of throwing herself into the roaring 
ocean also easily recalls Lu Xun’s 魯 迅 （1S81-1936) prediction of Nora’s worsening fate after 
her escape from home.37 If wc recognize Lin Daojing as another Chinese Nora, we can safely 
conclude that the plot showing her despair in an escape to nowhere is already situated in a mental 
predicament that can be used to betray the ‘^ futility” of the May Fourth individualism.
Yang Mo admits that the novel is autobiographical,38 and this is so especially in the first 
phase of her Bildung, which centers on a love story between Lin Daojing and a student at Beijing 
University, Yang Mo^ real-life lover was the later renowned litcraxy scholar Zhang Zhongxing 
張中 行 （1909-2006), a cultural conservative and political liberal. In the novef, the lover is Yu 
Yongze 余永澤 ， a petty-bourgeois intellectual under the influence of the May Fourth new culture. 
Yu Yongze's appearance in Lin Daojing's life decisively leads to her total disillusionment with 
that lifestyle and value system. But first, Yu Yongze foils Lin Daojing^ suicide attempt and 
breathes into her life the charm of May Fourth romanlicism by discussing poetry, literature, and 
feminism with her on the beach, and Lin Daojing naively names him her Kwhite-horse prince/* 
Romance, almost a trade name for the popular "mandarin ducks and butterflies fic tion ,is often 
appropriated by the May Fouith authors as a useful solution to the predicament of disillusioned 
youths like Lin Daojing, Portrayed within the romantic aura, Yu Yongze, as a lover, is given some 
merits of a modern gentleman, such as good education, romantic passion, and a liberal mind.
However, Yang Mo^ narrative almost immediately begins to dismantle this romantic
36 Ibid,, 640-41.
37 LuXun 魯迅广Nolazouhouzenyang” 娜拉走後 怎 樣 ？ [“Wha丨HappensafterNoraLeavesHoine”】,LwJf«rt
夺幽 n力 ' 魯 迅 全 集 IVcr&s 1 (Bdjing: Renmiiiivenxuechiibanshe，i98i) i 免  ~65.
38 Yang Mo, LkQingchun shi meihao de,M 23-29.
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illusion by revealing the cowardice, selfishness, and vulgarity in Yu Yongze as a ^ narrow-minded 
individualist.” After Yu Yongze brings Lin Daojing to Beijing and “traps” her in an ordinary 
family life by making her into a “housewife，” “the chivaliy and poetic quality that had made him 
seem superior to all others in her eyes had at last faded and vanished. He had proved to be selfish, 
vulgar, and petty-minded, concerned only with the trivial affairs of life.**39 At a moment when Lin 
Daojing is about to enter the second phase of her development into a revolutionary, aspiring to 
change both her self and society, she finds her lover politically "backward " afraid to face reality, 
and only satisfied with “seeking refuge in the library,” The pejorative description of Yu Yongze 
may indicate tbe influence of the political campaign against Hu Shi9s liberalism that Mao himself 
initiated in the early 1950s. This campaign involved fervent criticism of those still faithful to the 
Hu Shi version of the May Fourth ideas, and Yang Mo's ex-lover, Zhang Zhongxing, was one of 
the criticized,40 In the novel, Yu Yongze is described, according to his real-life model, as a aiscipie 
of Dt. Hu Shi. In the political dimension, the ending of Lin Daojing's first love experience serves 
as a powerful criticism of the more liberal, more diversified pre-Marxist ideas of the Chinese 
intellectuals. In real-life politics, those thoughts were consideied by Mao as <fivermin,M which he 
had to remove from the sight of the new generation of Chinese youths in order to make sure that 
their desired political innocence was not corrupted by the “wrong,” alternative versions of the 
Enlightenment that would possibly shape a more sophisticated way of thinking.
Overcoming the "vanity!S and "narrow-mindedness" of the May Fourth liberalism- 
individualism empowers Yang Mo's nanative to proceed to the next stage of Lin Daojing^s 
Bitdung^ in which she begins her real Apolitical lessons^ from an underground party leader, Lu 
Jiachuan 盧嘉川 . Lin Daojing is exposed to the more radical thoughts of Marxism， and again 
the apprenticeship takes an amorous turn when she realizes her emotional attachment to her new 
mentor Lu Jiachuan is a professional Tevotutionary disguised as a student at Beijing University. 
He and Lin Daojing meet at a New Yearns party, where he patiently explains the sole real source of 
the problem that keeps her feeling anxious and agonized; she cannot find meaning and fulfillment 
on an individual level, because the goal of her struggle cannot be accomplished individually,
See$ Daojing, U’s like tbi& The character is a shsgie tree, 
but two of them make a wood like your name, and three or more form a 
huge forest that no storm or wind can destroy. When you struggle along 
on your own  ^In isolation, naturally you meet widi nothing but knocks 
and rebuffs; but when you pitch into the collective struggle^ when you 
link your own fate with that o f the people, you stop being like a single,
39 Yang Mo, zAi 狀，99. The translation is mine.
40 See Zhang Hong 張閎：‘Hui guniang， hong guniang: zAi■及e ji geming wenyi zhong de yu
zhengzhi” 灰 姑 娘 ，紅 姑 娘 ： 《青春之歌 > 及革命文藝中的愛欲與政治 「 ‘Gray Girt (Cinderella) and 
Red Giri: I^ ire  and Politics m 7%e Stw*宏 and Revolutionary Lileiature and Arts]，/ /油 an 今天  |73?必>」
53 (Summer 2001): 253-80.
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helpless tree and become part of the great forest.41
From this vivid metaphorical interpretation of the Marxist theory of class struggle, Lin 
Daojing experiences the first moment of her political enlightenment, or rather, an ^epiphany,11 
After reading the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary books Lu Jiacbuan has lent hert Lin Daojing 
finds that she has changed into a new person. As described in the novel, she regains tfcy〇uthZ，42
Bat a more realistic understanding of the plot of regaining "youth*' should also be based on 
Lin Daojing's growing affection for the person who ushered her into the world of Marxism. In her 
heart, the mentor quietly evolves into the object of her love and desire. But as Dai Jinhua suggests, 
for Lin Daojing, her mentor, as an object of desire, is also a forbidden object.41 23 Lu Jiachuan, as 
the first communist appearing in her life， stands for the absolute authority of the party, which 
should simuitaneously attract her to the ideology his mind embodies but distance her ftom the 
all-too-human desire that his flesh arouses. In short, Lu Jiachuan is too perfect a messenger of the 
political truth to become a quotidian loven The novel, after showing the first hint of Lin Daojing*s 
love, quickly removes Lu Jiachuan from the rest of the story: he is aire&ted and killed in prison. 
In the absence of her mentor, Lin Daojing transforms her emotional admiration into determined 
political actions. She takes up his position and, disguised as a prosti ute, pastes up the flyers Lu 
Jiachuan left behind during the night.
The third phase of Lin Daojing's Bildung parallels her efforts to 'live" as a revolutionary by 
putting theoiy into practice in her thiid love relationship with a Maoist leader. This part, which 
consists of the entire second part of the novel, can be read as a fictionalized explanation of the 
change of party policy from wblindM faith in the theoretical dogmas of Marxism-Leninism, which 
decided the Chinese Communist Party 5s (CCP) submission to the leadership of the Comintern, to 
the Maoist advocacy of seeking a Chinese road to the communist revolution. After Mao eliminated 
the opposition of the Soviet-trained leaders, his new policy began to shift the emphasis of the 
revolutionary struggle irom the urban areas to the countryside, from engaging the theoretically 
rightful proletarian revolution to mobilizing the practically feasible peasant uprisings. This 
shift in the mid-1930s marked the beginning of the CCP's struggle to build a modem nation 
independent of Western influence, the starting point of Mao's creative interpretation 〇f  Marxist 
theoiy according to the situations of a Chinese reality.
This historical context is strongly suggested in the novel by the addition of the eight chapters 
that describe Lin Daojingss activities in the rural area of Ding County ^  M  - Here, her new mentor 
Jiang Hua works as the party secretaiy of the county, Jiang Hua instructs her to relinquish her 
indulgence in both romantic individualism and revolutionary heroism, which have both been 
imposed into her mind by Western ideas (alternately, by her two former lovers). The novel
41 Yung Mot Qingchun zhi ge, 112-13. The translation is Nan Ying *s. The Song of Youth (Beijing: Foreign Languages
Press, 1978) 112-13.
42 IbidL, 120.
43 See Dai Jinhua, lLQingchitn zhi ge\ Lishi shiyn zhong de chongdu " 204.
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portrays Jiang Hua as a native kind of Chinese revolutionary. He is rather silent and practical in 
contrast with Lu Jiachuan's theoretical eloquence and Yu Yongze's idealistic naivete; Jiang Hua is 
also always dressed like a Chinese peasant, unlike Lu and Yu, who often wear Western suits.
It is the Maoist Chinese native revolutionary, Jiang Hua, who eventually leads Lin Daojing to 
approach the Chinese reality and become a nationalist revolutionary herself. With his instruction 
and surveillance, Lin Daojing completes her communist training; after learning how to engage 
in revolutionary woik in the countryside, personally taking part in agitating a successful peasant 
uprising, she is accepted into the party. Meanwhile, the revolutionary story is again becoming 
a love story; Jiang Hua is becoming more than a leader to Daojing by showing more and more 
emotional concern for her personal life. Staying mainly passive in this relationship for a long 
time, Lin Daojing, when Jiang Hua for the first time asks her directly whether they can have a 
more intimate relationship !han comradeship, is agonized for a monienl by her memory of the 
already dead Lu Jiachuan. She has so far only regarded Jiang Hua as her leader and still obviously 
admires Lu Jiachuan. Peeling totally unable to solve the problem through emotional choice, she 
gives up by submitting to the ((instinct$M cultivated in her training as a communist—trust in the 
Bolshevik qualities in Jiang Hua. Lin Daojing's eventual choice of Jiang Hua as her partner 
represents a more determined choice of "Maoist Marxism" after she has abandoned the ^ bourgeois 
humanism” of Yu Yongze as well as surpassed the ‘"theoretical Marxism’， of Lu Jiachuan. The 
secret marriage with Jiang Hua ccmpleLes Lin Daojing*s "ring of life" in personal and poiiticai 
terms. She is officially accepted into ’ he communist family” and becomes an “organic” part of 
the revolutionary collective^ and as in the December Ninth Movement, her body metres with the 
mass, transformed into part of the glorious image of the new nation.
The Song o f Youth also reveals another, darker aspect in tbe shaping of youth into a sublime 
figure. It is the ultimate political test, death. The combination of youth and death is originally a 
romantic invention that intensifies the ephemerality as well as the irreplaceable value of youth, 
but its appearance in the revolutionary discourse gives death a more sublime meaning: revolution, 
in the name of unstoppable historical progress, beautifies and idealizes death as an inevitable cost 
of victory. Such a death is called sacrifice， an honor for martyrs that fuels the historical movement 
and enlarges as well as perpetuates youth, making it a forever powerful trope in a certain political 
imagination. This kind of notion is traceable to the early Chinese revolutionary writings about 
such martyrs as Tan Silong 譚 嗣 同 （1865-98)， Qiujin 秋 瑾 （1875-l9〇7)， and Zou Rong 鄒容 
(1885-1905), and its more poetic manifestation can be found in the anarchist novels of Ba Jin 
巴 金 （1904-2005), In the context of the Chinese communist revolution, the idea of death as a 
test for youth is put to more practical use: to exploit its educational potential by demanding the 
pronouncement of devotion through the examples of the martyrs. In Lin Daojing^s Bildung^ her 
political maturity is reached on the condition of her witnessing several comrades* death and 
getting ready to embrace her own. Preparing to sacrifice is crucial for Lin Daojing's entry to the 
CCR Her most serious political test takes place in prison, where she witnesses the composure of 
her cellmate before a death sentence is carried out. This cellmate, Lin Hong #  CC J s  described in 
the novel as an extremely beautiful and intelligent young woman. While Lin Daojing cannot help
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feeling dazzled by Lin Hong^s beauty, she is mesmerized by the fact that Lin Hong is so brave as 
lo show no fear at all in the face of death. In her, the youthftil beauty and the revolutionary faith 
are agglomerated into a sanctified image: a young martyr
But Lin Hong cannot die,44 as her youth is immortalized and sanctified in the glorious image 
of revolution that aims for national rejuvenation. Understanding the meaning of Lin Hong’s 
martyrdom， Lin Daojing comes to believe that only through the “baptism” of sacrifice can youth 
be elevated into the spiritual realm of ideological purity. This completes Lin Daojing's education 
as a “revolutionary apprentice，’’ and when she is also ready to die for the cause of the party, 
she is recognized as having passed the "capital" test and having a steadfast faith in revolution. 
Immediately after being released from prison, Lin Daojing is accepted into the party. Thus ends 
Yang Mo's song of youth, completing a full circle of a heroCine)^ life from her attempted suicide 
to sacrifice, and thus concludes a Bildungsroman with the cmeiest but also the most awesome, 
sublime imagery—youth glorified at its sacriflce, but given an eternal, symbolic life in the 
grandiose picture of History.
Challenges of the Young Man
As David Der-wei Wang 王德威  points out，77*^  0/  決 belongs to a series of modem
Chinese novels dealing with youth and politics, and that series should include, in addition to 
Mao Dun’s Lu Ling’s ( ^执e i f (1945-48)， Zhang Ailing’s 張愛玲（1920-
95) CThW Wa” 赤地 之 戀 （77i€ MiArft/EaTtA，1954)， and another 所 that can be 
considered the anticommunist counterpart of The Song o f Youth, namely, Lianyi biaomei 
表 妹 （GwwzVt Lid/如，1952), authored by Pan Rernnu 潘 人 木 （1919-2005) in Taiwan.45 Each 
of these novels tdls a story of a youth’s growth againsnhe backdrop of Ghinfs revolutionary 
histoiy. The Song o f Youth stands out as the best tamed text in the political sense; Cousin Lianyi, 
from the opposite side of the Taiwan Strait, sp ea rs  equally politicized, but is less pedagogical 
because it lacks the communist type of triumphant ending.
The Song o f Youth, for its successiiil rewriting of the youth image in accordance to the 
CCP's idralogical requirements, is a canonical woik of Chinese socialist literature. Compared 
with the prestigious The Song o f Youths Wang Meng's Long Live Youth was a rather obscure 
work in the early PRC. The gap between the two works results fram the latter's more radicalized 
portraiture of youth that denotes more “problematics” than “political correctness,” While Yang 
Mo had to substantially revise her novel to meet the political standards, Wang Meng?s novel had
44 Even Lu Jiachuan could not die. Yang Mo actually revived this character in two sequels to The Song o f Youth: 
Fangfei zhi ge 节菲之歌 IThe Song o f Flowers, 1986] Mid YInghua zhi ge 英華之取{The Song of Hemes, 
1990].
45 Wang Der-wd 王徳威，“Lianyi biaomeiM 蓮 海 表 妹 「 Cousin Lianyi”], Wang Der-wei，JfiowAwo Zhon枕wo: 
minting dao dangM  de zhongwen xiaoshuo 小説中菌•■晚清到當代的中文小説 tj^arraiing China: 
Chinese Fiction from the Late Qing to the Contemporary Era\ (Taipei: Maitian chubanshe, 1993) 71-93.
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an even more complicated publication history. Long Live Youth was completed ia 1953, but after 
being partly serialized in Hfe/iAwi 文匯報  in 1957, it was not published in its complete form 
until more than two decades later, in 1979. That version is a heavily revised edition produced by 
the author during the 1960s; the original manusciipt, with some paragraphs permanently lost, was 
not published until 2003.46
However, even though Wang Meng was only nineteen when he completed Long Live Youth t 
his first novel, its artistic originality indicates a more energetic literary talent than the author 
of The Song o f Youth, Yang Mo*s novel is well organized and in full conformity to the political 
requirements; Wang Meng*s is comparatively less charged with socialist cliches, and also less 
conventionally conceived and crafted. As ray following textual analysis will show, Long Live 
Youth, with an even more enthusiastic display of the glorious image of youth, sheds light, perhaps 
unintentionally^ on some ambiguous and even subversive elements in the political appropriation 
of youth, and thus enables a potential resistance to taming.
Wang Meng's novel focuses on the happy life of a group of schoolgirls living in Beijing after 
the foundation of the PRC. Compared with Lin Daojing, who has to be tempered into a qualified 
revolutionary， for Wang Meng’s characters in the New China， “political correctness” is gfv饥  In 
Wang Meng's eyes, these girls, as a new generation of youths who grow up in the new society, 
are by nature (<new people.** While The Song o f Youth reads like a close study of the taming of 
the young, Long Live Youth opens up a '^brave new world/' where youth already rules. Situated 
in the new epoch of nation building, Wang Meng's novel is a daring picture of the vigorous inner 
restlessness of the young people (those who are politically progressive^ of course). They lake 
for granted their Apolitical purity** and hold the mandate of revolution to be their own; for them, 
"Long Live Youth,f is not just a metaphor but is incarnated in their own youthful vitality.
<4Long Live Youth," as a popular slogan, grasps the dynamism, beauty, and forever renewable 
energy of youth. Here, qingchun f f # ,  a$ an ontological image of youth, is categorically different 
from qingman an individual youth, whose ""individuality" often poses challenges to his 
or her political quality, as in Lin Daojing^ Bildungsroman. As Zhong Xueping points out, "in 
the Mao era: the word qingchun quietly took center stage, parallel with and sometimes eclipsing 
the word qingnian and bearing meanings the word qingnian did not have/*47 Zheng explains the 
subtle difference: qingnian mainly icfers to young people and often an individual youth, while
46 Here my account of the publication history of Ltf/i真 Ziiv is based on various sources mnging Wang
Meng's autographical writings to the publication infonnalion listed in several editions of the novels including: 
Wang M eng,这耶cAun ivansui• 靑 春 萬 歲 丨 Zivf （Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1979};
泛i>z狀Awi hwlhu‘靑 春 萬 歲 Livf lbufA】（Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2003);必n 助似讲仰/
Renmin wenxue chubaoshe, 2003). Ia this essay, I mainly refer to the 2003 edition of the novel, which at least 
parti)' reflects its original form.
47 See Zbong Xueping, HCL〇ng Live Youth* and the Ironies of Youth and Gender in Chinese Films nf the 1950s and 
1960s,M odern Chinese Literature and Culture 2 (1999): 155.
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qingchun means the time period and essential quality of being young. Modem China*s youth 
discourse started with the word qingnian, which presents a democratic vision of modernity that 
is epitomized in individuality and self-detennination.The Maoist move to qingchun manifested 
a paradigm shift in China9s pursuit of modernity after the founding of the PRC. As opposed 
to qingnian's focus on the growing pains and inner turmoil of emerging modem individuals 
(including the "older" self of Lin Daojing), qingchun is ontological^ collective, and apocalyptic. 
It appears as a nonpersonal image that uplifts youth from individual limitations and elevates it 
into the sublime domain of perpetual vitality. With the sanctified meaning of qingchun staying 
central to the youth imagery, the youth discourse of the early PRC, endorsed by Mao himself, 
conditioned the emergence of a “cult of youth.”
In reality, Wang Meng was also different from Yang Mo in terms of political identity. While 
Yang Mo, as an inteiiectuai, would easily become the target of criticism, Wang Meng was a 
ifcyoung Bolshevik.M He joined the party at the age of fourteen, and after the communist takeover 
of Beijing， he was one of those “new masters” of the society. He was sent to study at the Central 
School of the Youth League in August 1949, and upon graduation he and his classmates were 
received by Mao himself. From 1950 to 1958, he worked as a district-level leader in various 
departments of Beijing's Youth League committee, and was promoted several times. His rise as 
one of the most brilliant new writers of the early PRC might also be understood as largely made 
possible by his confidence, or sometimes overconfidence, in his political status as a member of 
the ruling class of the new regime, so that he would not hesitate to voice his jubilant songs of 
youth—even when they might have fallen out of the authority^ tune.
Wang Meng's writing of Long Uve Youth and other early works was also conditioned by a 
change of political climate in the mid-1950s. According to Rudolf Wagner^ study of the social 
history of youth in the early PRC, during the short period between the end of the Korean War and 
the 1957 Antiiightist Movement, the youth-oriented culture was radicalized and brought out the 
so-called “challenge of the young man” that urged Chinese youths to “intervene in life” and resist 
and criticize the ossified ''disciplines** of the authorities.48 On the one hand, the youths were still 
required to receive systematic and strict political training; but on the other hand, they were also 
encouraged to foster, in Mao's own words, a "principled spirit of daringly battling to clear the 
way for new things/^49 This encouragement motivated a libeiBl trend toward policy change that 
reached its climax in the “Hundred Flowers” period (1956-57). Exactly during this time, Wang 
Meng became a published author.
In spring 1956, Mao declared that ^ Letting a Hundred Rowers Bloom and Letting a Hundred 
Schools Contend11 should be a new policy for the party1& work, and thus initiated a short-lived 
boom of *4crilicalM literature, including reportage betraying the dark side of the new society and 
stories carrying on the critical realist tradition of pre-1949 literature. That summer, Wang Meng, 
aged twenty-two, published a short story that made him famous overnight, >4Zuzhibu xiniai de
48 See Wagner, Inside a Service Trade  ^125-45.
49 C.f. Wagner, Inside a Service Trade, 113.
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qingnianrcn，’ 组織部新來的青年人 （ “A Young Man Who Newly Joined the Organization 
Department，’’ 1956)， in the leading literaiy magazine of the PRC: /?伽 ni/i we/UMe 人民文學 
{People's Literature^. This story is one of the laadmaiks in PRC intellectual history, as the hot 
debates it aroused and Mao's eventual strike at it for subversive content index some major changes 
in China’s political/intellectual life.50 51This story， more than any other “Hundred Flowers” fiction, 
best illustrates **the challenge of the young who daringly criticizes the party conservatism 
and bureaucracy.
As Rudolf Wagner remarks, Wang Meng*s composition was obviously influenced by a 
Russian novella, Povest *〇 direktore MTS i glavnom agronome (The Director o f the Machine Tractor 
Station and the Chief Agronomist, 1954), Written by a female author, Galina Nikolayeva (1911- 
63), it was published in the Soviet Union in 1954. It represents the Russian writer's reflections 
on the "dark" age of Stalin after bis death, portraying an unusually sensitive, courageous young 
female intellectual, Nastya, whose characterization exemplifies the heroism of the "newcomers .,，51 
A major PRC foreign literature magazine, Yiwen W  (Translations), serialized a Chinese version
of this novella from August to October 1955. It was so well received by Chinese intellectual 
readers that several articles and booklets were published in response to the sensitive issues it 
raised. Wang Ruowang 王 若 望 （1918-2001)， in his book joiexf 向娜斯嘉學習
(To Learn from Nastya, 1956), audaciously rewords the more orthodox slogan *To leEirn from 
PaweF9 and encourages youths to act out Nastya's idealism to battle those ''puritanical disciplines 
and dogmas" that, he believes, will only corrupt their fresh minds.52
Compared with Nastya, the protagonist of Wang MengTs story **A Young Man Who Newly 
Joined the Organization Department/' Lin Zhen probably appears less determined, but he 
has obviously taken her as his role model. When he comes to work in a district-level organization 
department of the party, he has Galina Nikolayeva^s book in his pocket.53 Lin Zhen consciously
50 The s丨oty was originally entitled “Zuzhibu laile ge nianqingren” 组 織 部 來 了 個 年 輕 人 【“A Young Man
Came to the Organization Dcpaitmenr], and had an ending different from the published version, which was 
heavily edited by Q〖n Zhaoyang 秦兆陽 ， then the editor of Peo/WA For the revision process o f this
story, see Chen Sihe 陳思和 ’ Zftongg/io dong/Ai/ wCTixae 中 國 當 代 文 牵 史 教 程 册 舶
o f Contemporary Chinese Urerature: A Text book] (Shanghai: Fudan daxuc chubanshe, 1999) 97-100. Also 
see Hong Zicheng 洪子誠，〗956: floi/uio 百花時代丨J956: T?i^  Ftowerj] {Jinan:
Shandong jiaoyu chubamhe，1998) 92-130.
51 I only read the Chinese translation of the novella  ^titled 恥妨 /zAon z/uznz/uvi£ 如沙 /1£/1〇/1灯 /咖拖拉機站站
長和總 f t 藝師 [ 7 7 ^ / > i m V 0 r T h u r t o r S l o 如 n wuiMf translated by CaoYing
草嬰，serialized in Kwefl 譯 文 【7>anf/cw/ms] (Augusl~October 1955): 25*63; 132-89; 152~80. For the influence 
of this DoveUa oa Chinese youth, see Wagner, Inside a Service Trade191-104.
52 Wang Ruowang王若望 ， Xiong /mu诉3 迎 從 向 娜 斯 惠 學 習 [ 办 加 m 灿 郎 7】（Shanghai: Shanghai 
renmin chubansher 1956) 30.
53 Wang Meng， “Zuzhibu iaiie ge niaiujingren” 組 織 部 來 了個年輕人 [KA Young Man Came to the Organization 
Depaitment'*], Wang Meng wencun vol. 11,28.
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^learns from N astya,and as his name, t6an earthquake in the forest,'* implies, he indeed triggers 
a small ^earthquake,? in his work unit by revealing and criticizing the ossified bureaucratic style 
there that has dominated the party *s work.
Wang Meng was hailed as a new "star*9 writer when this story was first published, but only 
a year later, writing it became his major crime and led lo his being named as a rightist. In spring 
1957, the liberal trend suddenly came to a stop when Mao restored the hard-line party policies 
and launched the Antirightist Movement to retaliate at the young challengers who had emerged 
in the Hundred Flowers period. This abrupt change of political climate would eventually cost 
Wang Meng more than twenty years of exile in Xinjiang， and he turned fiom a brilliant new star 
into a notorious young rightist at the age of twenty-three. However, his literary lepresentation of 
the "challenge of the young man" would remain in Chinese intellectual history as a testimony 
to the youth cuii of the early PRC, which enshrined youth in the role of corrective instead of 
corrected when facing authority. The heroic image of the young man summarizes the most radical 
significance of youth in the early PRC一a self-delining, self-affirmative authority that defies 
ideological manipulation and resists disciplinary containment. The youth image in Long Live 
Youth may not be as challenging as the young man in the short story, but it is equally radical in 
that it embodies the untamable vitality of youth as an agent to reshape social norms, instead of a 
subject to be shaped.
Long Live Youth
One sunny afternoon in August 1949—only two months before the foundation of the PRC, 
when the liberation anny had already taken over most of the country and a new nation was 
emerging on the horizon—Wang Meng, then a fifteen-year-old party member, was studying at the 
Central School of the Youth League at Liangxiang ^  , a small town near Beijing. While he was
enjoying a swim in the fiver, he thought of what he had recently read a book about Mao’s 
youthful years:54 5Chairman Mao was also a good swimmer, and for him, swimming displayed the 
youthful energy that would be used for revolution. Wang Meng also thought of the famous poem
I—*i 含a am n ax i^icui s^no. uiai iviav lu ilia jruuui duuw 麗lid aiuu置uuu vi&aic a wiuiu iVi uic
Chinese people. At this moment, Wang Meng felt a sudden rush of ecstasy coming from his body 
and tirom his innermost spirit，which， as he described later, was so thrilling that “it seems that I 
suddenly opened my eyes, and for the first time I saw that a liberated China was so beautiful»the 
world was so beautiful, life was so beautiful, Liangxiang County in autumn was so beautiful, and 
being a student of the Central School of the Youth League was so beautiful .1,5S
t4Life was so beautiful!" Wang Meng experienced such a great feeling again and again during
54 Tha丨bookwasJCiaoSan*s3|三 •毛澤東同志的靑年時代[TTidbMrt
Ifeirr o/CwWiwfe Afoo Zedo叩】. See Wang Meng广Qingting zhe shenghuo de shengxi” 傾聽着生活的聲息 
["Listening to the Sounds ofLifeM]5 Wemg Mens wencun vnl, 21; 40,
55 Ibid.
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the following three years when he worked as a cadre in the Youth League and had more contact 
with the young students of Beijing. The 4tecstasyM appeared everywhere in his life: he was awed 
by the party^s success and deeply moved by the achievements of the national construction; he was 
pleased to see people living comfortably and happily and finding the department stores filled with 
wonderful goods; he himself was well paid, with 70 yuan a month, a salary higher than that of 
many old clerks, and he could eat whatever he liked and bought as many books as he could; and 
the cheerful atmosphere created in the working relationship with youthful girls also excited him 
in an unnamable way.56 Falling deeply in love with this new age,57 Wang Meng decided that he 
must record this strong feeling of ecstasy, as he also knew by instinct that it would, like youth, be 
transitory and unrepeatable—**this generation of youth may not reappear again, so I must express 
it and describe it*”58
The novel, which Wang Meng used to enshrine his youihfui days as weii as the ecstasy that 
he thought was experienced by every youth in the New China, is rightly entitled Long Live Youth. 
Throughout， the feeling that “life was so beautiful” is a central theme. The narrative is framed 
between the summer of 1952 and the spring of 1953, and the major plot line follows the activities 
and experiences of a group of eighteen-year-old girl students during their last year in high school. 
For the author, the best way to represent these young girls' passions for life and strong feelings of 
happiness is to describe their life as a feast that never ends.
Long Live Youth can indeed be read as a ^novel of festivals/" for the main events in the 
narrative consist of a series of festivals and holidays: National Day (October 1), New Year^ 
Day, Spring Festival, Labor Day (May 1), and Youth Day (May 4). The young characters, life is 
portrayed as being continuously filled with anticipation, experiences, and aftertastes of the ecstatic 
aura of the festivities. As one character claims, May 1 and October 1 are so essential to their 
youthful life that without them, they will grow old,59 Meanwhile, the celebratory atmosphere also 
extends to ordinary days, as described in the beginning of the novel that introduces the characters 
while they are staying in a summer camp:
Then the sun rises, a new day begins* The girls celebrate every day 
at Ike cansp, for eyery day is a  priceless fesdva! of y&uth. Everytiiing 
is a new discovery, and everything belongs to us* The blue sky exists 
to cover us9 the clouds exist to allure us, the earth exists to provide u$ 
a place to run on, the lake and river exist for us to swim in, and the 
insects and birds exist to share with us the joy of life* From morning
56 Wang Meng was assigned to supervise the league organizations at several Beijing middle schools Tor women, 
including the No. 2, No. 11, and No. 14 Womens Middle Schools.
57 It is interesting to note that a novel that rewrites his youthful years in the early 1950s is titled Lian7ai de jifie %
愛的季節 l% ] .
58 Wang Mena, ^ Oingling zhe shenghuo de sbengxi" Wang Meng wencm voL 2 1 ,4L
59 WaogMeng,g/n£c也inwoiim /青 春 萬 歲 Renminwenxuediuban5he，2003}215.
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to evening， we take long trips， have picnics， catch dragonflies， fish and 
boat, gather wildflowers, and climb mountains and look afar**, until 
we are exhausted. So many are the happy things in the world, so many 
things we have never done before! Time passes so Cast, for we cannot get 
all these things done today! We have to wait till tomorrow. Time passes 
so slowly, for tomorrow is yet to come!60
In a more playful tone， this paragraph recalls Mao’s own youthful vision of a world unfolding 
in front of his eyes， as recorded in “Changsha”：
I stand alone in the autumn cold,
Where the River Xiang flows nortfaward^
At Orange Island^ head.
I see a myriad peaks all red,
Dyed through and through by serried woods;
On the wide stream4s limpid blue-green waters,
A hundred boats battle the current.
Eagles strike at the endless void»
Fish hover in the shallow bottoms^
All creatures strive for freedom under the frosty sky.
Baffled by this immensity,
I ask the vast expanse of eartti,
Who, then, controls ttie rise and fall of fortunes?61
Without displaying Maoist political ambition, Wang Meng^s paragraph shares with Mao's 
poem a similar confident claim to the entire world. As Mao saidT<fcthe world is yours"; it is for the 
youths. This confidence, together with the joyful, festive mood that these girls feel, enables them 
to believe in their superiority over their surroundings as well as their ability to draw pleasure (or, 
in Mao’s case, forces) from the dyuansisni of the universe that revolves around This ecstatic
feeling, coming from the author's personal experience and his reading of Maofs youthful vision, 
gives the entire narrative a sweeping optimism.
As high school students, these young girls arc not so much engaged in studying to gain 
knowledge or political training, but instead are always indulging in a party mood and aspiring to 
live every day as a holiday. A perpetuaT‘festive aura” functions as the central nerve that enlivens 
the entire novel. This of course has strong political implications and signifies the happiness 
and excitement inspired by the foundation of the young republic. But I would like to read the
60 Ibid., 5. All translations from Long Live Youth are mine.
61 The English *ransIa!i〇n is found in Stuart R. Sdimm, ed., Mao's Road to Power: Revolutionary Writings, 1912- 
1949II (Arrnonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1994) 225.
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aura of this novel as a '"radical" factor related to its unique way of picturing youth. This can be 
better understood in comparison with Bakhtin's discourse on carnivals and the camivalization 
of literature. By defining ''carnival" as a pageant ritual, Bakhtia celebrates medieval popular 
literature as subversive and opposed to the official, monolithic^ serious, and hierarchical order 
of the Church.62 The festive aura in Wang MengJs novel may appear essentially different from 
Bakhtin^ literary vision of camivalization because the former seemingly belongs to a world 
of officialdom. However, a closer examination of Wang Meng's text shows that the festivals 
it depicts tend to be camivalized in the sense that, although they are all initiated as political 
ceremonies, they are often turned by the participating youths into kuanghuan
Kuanghuan is a word frequently used in the novel to name the young people's activities 
in Tiananmen Square, which literally means *'going wild and recklessly happy/* an explosion 
of passions. As an organized event, Wang Meng's kuanghuan apparently lacks a Bakhtinian 
undertone of subversion^ut it nevertheless begins to dismantle some of the official connotations 
of the festivals through claiming the youths9 absolute centrality to the celebrations. At the most 
unchecked moments in Wang Meng's narrative, youth is made both the essential enei^y and the 
sole body of the ^festivity/' when the celebrations are usurped by young people to serve as an 
outlet for their own excitement and inner restlessness.
In Long Live Youth, this radical sense of festivity is particularly found in the celebrations 
in Tiananmen Square. These are heavily charged with politicized ceremonial functions, but in 
Wang Meng^s descriptions, the exaggerated ccfestivef, aura sometimes gives these gatherings an 
ambivalent sense and their political intentions dissolve in the ecstasy of youth. Wang Meng sticks 
to the tenD kuanghuan to define the activities of his young characters when they are overwhelmed 
by the tremendous excitement produced on the square. Their kuanghuan frequently exceeds 
the official, serious, and monolithic ideological meanings of the event because of its carefree, 
undisciplined, and comic nature.
For example, in the 1953 May Day celebration the novel describes^ in spite of a heavy 
rain, around two hundred thousand young students gather in Tiananmen Square and immediately 
transform it into an enonnous dance floor where they dance and laugh throughout the night. These 
activities ccuid be reccgnizeu as part of the officially designed ceiebraiion program, bui they are 
also depic^d as engaged in for purposes and delights that exceed the political roeanings. The main 
event staged in this scene develops around the activities of Wang Meng’s favorite protagonist， 
Yang Qiangyun 楊蔷雲，who wanders through the exciting crowd， defies the security guards， 
orders to stay at the designated spot, and looks for a boy she has a crush on. Finally she finds him 
and jokes with him, laughing and dancing till daybreak. Yang Qiangyun^s overexcitement is more 
than a testimony to the ideological meaning of May Day; from the majority of the descriptions 
of this scene, she is a daring, even reckless girl first falling in love, to which a larger part of 
her passions are directed. The kuanghuan of this night breaks through the monolithic political 
connotation of the official festival and moves closer to expressing the restless inner life of youth
62 See M. M. Bakhtin, RiAelais and His World (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1968).
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than the fixed image of its symbolism.
The kuanghuanhua, or camivalization, also penetrates into other aspects of the novelistic 
narrative. To a lesser degree, it is manifested In the speech style of Wang Meng's young characters, 
which is not only almost free of the political jargon,63 64but also of a highly comic, farcical, and 
mocking nature. In Long Live Youths the girls mostly speak in a delightful and carefree style 
instead of a serious tone, displaying a jubilant ability to make jokes out of both the everyday scene 
and political life. Their speeches are sometimes childish, witty* or even purely nonsense, but can 
also stay different from the official discourses while expressing similar politically positive ideas 
in an unexpectedly astonishing, sometimes twisted way.
To illustrate this point, we can take a look at a few examples from the first chapter of the 
novel. At the very beginning of the narrative, when the girls successfully dig out a spring in the 
summer camp, they name it “the spring of happiness/’ Despite the fact tbai： the spring water is 
actually bitter, they thus express their happiness while tasting it: *Tbis is great and can drive 
the soda vendors out of a job and into suicide!K Later4 when a new girl comes to the camp from 
Beijing, she claims: “I have a piece of astonishing news from our school.” But she soon gives 
up, saying, '"Actually nothing. I just wanted to make a sentence with the word 'astonishing/^ 
After the camp's evening party, Yang Qiangyun says that she does not want to sleep, for since 
childhood she has felt that "sleeping is like dropping into a huge black hole/964
The above three examples aii contain some political or quasi-poiiticai implications: the first 
expresses these girls* enormous happiness about their 4<super jobH engaging in labor; the second 
includes hyperbolic propaganda jargon often used in the official news; the third expresses the 
girl's yearning for the light and hatred of the darkness. However, they are used in such a way that 
they appear more intimate, absurd, and even ironic than polidcal, and thus write into the scenes 
a farcical tone, dissolving the seriousness of those hidden political connotations in a jubilant 
excitement. This type of figurative speech is found throughout the novel, even in the scenes 
describing the official meetings. This speech style obviously humanizes the youthful minds of the 
characters situated in a social space dominated by the steel-like ideological discourse. TheiT jokes, 
carefree comments, and quick use of witty slang all indicate that dieir youth is yet to be tamed, at 
least on the linguistic level.
Even more radical is Wang Meng's characterization of the individual youths. Wang Meng 
is famous for his creative uses of “stream of consciousness” in his 里ater works， but even his first 
novel already shows a strong experimentalist tendency in nairative^ since he prefers to portray 
his characters by depicting their sensuous experiences instead of their consciousness. This is in 
stark contrast to The Song o f Youth, in which the char^teiization is strictly based on political 
abstraction, displaying a linear, gradual progress of political awareness. Long Live Youth discards 
this type of dogmatic approach and transfers its characters iiom the ideological sphere to the world 
of sensuality. In this wayT it often dissolves the political consciousness of its young characters
63 This carefree, comical speech style is found in all three editions of the novel.
64 Wang Meng, Qingckun wartstii, 1 , 1 3 .  These sentences are found in all three e^tions.
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in the palpable sensuousness of images and feelings that are diverse^ dynamic, and vivid> and 
sometimes even stunning and stirring.
Wang Meng's favorite characters, particularly Yang Qiangyun, seem created no! to represent 
a certain meaning but instead to let readers feel what they feel, see what they see, and laugh at 
what they find amusing, all as the affective apparatus to penetrate into the living reality of the 
happy youth. Of around a dozen youth characters in Wang Meng's novel, the most outstanding 
is Yang Qiangyun, who is political progressive but not yet a party member She is boyish, gallant, 
and also sentimental as well as whimsical, and she is portrayed as having a strong impulse to find 
joy in everything. For that, she often becomes the author's "eyes and earsM to capture the festive 
aura of life. From her first appearance in the novel, what is emphasized in her likable personality 
is exactly her capacity to fed, enjoy, appreciate, and even exaggerate happiness and excitement 
in the novel, Yang Qiangyun's sentimentajisl expression of the almost unbearable strong 
feeling of happiness recurs many times. Such hyperbolic expressions about elevated happy 
feelings are, as we expect* primarily intended to testify to the virtues of the new society, but on 
many occasions depicted in this novel, they also lend to press toward something unnainable in the 
inner life of the youth. One example is found in a scene preceding another festival, New Year’s 
Day, when Yang Qiangyun has to stay in the classroom to do homework while the other students 
have all gone skating. Eventually she cannot resist the alluie of the game, and rushes to the ice 
arena so excitedly that she almost kneels down to kiss the ice. She also finds the boy she likes 
there, starts a skating competition with him, but soon loses sight of him. Skating alone, she moves 
faster and faster until she sees everything around her gradually blurred:
So many varied, colorfol, and vivid impressions flew to Yang 
Qiangyun^ mind, and they appeared obscure but very lovely. 4CI like 
such a life!^ Wasn't this the life she preferred? Yang Qlai^yaii skated 
rapidly, leaving everytM»dy behind, and the world around her, with its 
astonishing richness and glamour, enriched her, lured her, and excited 
her.
…However， Qiangyun did not know what this exsctiy was. 
Eveiything was unaccountable and beyond description. Whwi Qiangyun 
tried very hard to grasp those ^ s^ecFets" that had indeed excited her 
tremendously, everythii^ tenderly slipped away like fog*
Then she felt that her little body could not hold her restless heart and 
the never dead fire pivtng In it]. She was so often excited, aim ons, and 
never satisfied. But right now, tier incredibly fast skating nevertheless 
enabled her to enjoy a moment of comfortable inner peace.65
Without giving it a name, Wang Meng gently reveals the inner life of a girl stirred by her
65 Wang Meng, Qingchun wansui, 108-09. The quoted sentences appear in all the Ihree edilioos.
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own adolescence. Yang Qiangyun's inner restlessness grows as the narrative advances. She tends 
to be even more whimsical, and quicker to get angry or feel melancholic. One beautiful spring 
day, she is puzzled by something unnamable swelling from her innermost being; an inexpressible 
excitement, mingled with inexplicable loneliness, overwhelms her. She skips classes to wander 
around a park and stays there until late at night, intoxicated by the channing winds of the spring 
night. Lost in a moment of adolescent obsession, Yang Qiangyun is described as a girl in love一not 
in love with a particular person, but simply in the mood for love. The next day5 she is criticized for 
her sojourn outside the school during the night, but the only excuse she can give is: was lured
by the spring. The spring lured m e/166
In the psychologized description of Yang Qiangyun9s inner life emerges an aspect of youth 
that is deliberately overlooked by other works of the socialist Bildungsroman genre for the sake 
of "political correctness"—the domain of sensuous experience, of desire, love, and sexuality. 
This appears in The Song o f Youth only when transformed into political allegory, but in Long Live 
Youth it is sanctioned for its own sake. By portraying it with a minute, gentle touch, Wang Meng 
obviously does not take adolescent sentimentalism or unrestrained passions as “inappropriate” 
or "politically incorrect/9 but instead regards these feelings as a natural part—or even the most 
beautiful part—of the youth experience, surely to be immortalized in his novelistic monument 
to youth. These stirrings of adolescent feelings penetrate the spheres of reverence and political 
symbolism; they are intimate parts of everyday life, the reality of adolescence, and the rich 
nuances of youthful sentiments. In these descriptions^ youth is temporarily liberated &om its 
political use and regains its personalized, humanized identity as adolescence.
Such an ambivalent image of youth may account for why Wang Meng9s novel could not 
easily pass censorship in the 1950s. But the image is underlined by Wang Meng^s overconfidence 
in youths complete identification with higher symbolic entities: nation, future, and even Mao. 
Because of his sincere belief in the representational function of youth to stand for the young 
nation and its ideology, Wang Meng does not hesitate to legitimate his chaiacters1 impulses; 
he highlights youthss capacity to perpetuate the festive aura created by the birth of the young 
republic and exaggerates its power to reshape social noims according to their wishes, no matter 
how whimsical and willful. Long Live Youth creates a most radical youth image in the early PRC; 
revealing the mysterious, uncontrollable adolescent desires within the politically progressive 
youth image, it unleashes the emancipating force of restlessness that breaks down many barriers 
of official life, and thus portrays youth as potentially untamable.
Compared with The Song o f Youth,the generic natureofLong L/v^ Youth is ratherquestionable. 
Lin Daojing^ Bildung progresses step by step and takes the form of an odyssey that is at the same 
time also a metamorphosis, orienting her development toward a certain ending—a happy ending 
in the political sense. But the life stories of Wang Meng's characters are already situated in the 
**happy ending^ and they stand free of the painful transformative growth in Lin Daojing's life. In 
Long Live Youth, only some minor characters who are politically backward are given help and 6
66 Wang Meng, Qingchun wansuit 185,
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tests that aim to make them mature in a political sense- For example, Hu Mali (M ary)呼瑪麗 ， a 
faithful Chiistiant has to see through the t(cruelty,v of the Christian Church in order to grow out of 
her attachment to the religion; Su Ning 蘇甯 ， & daughter of a bomgeois family, has to abandon 
her umeaningless/* decadent lifestyle so that she can regain the radiance of youth; and Li Chun 
李春 ， a selfish but hardworking student, is helped to recognize and reJinquish her shortcomings 
such as vanity, self-conceit, and reliance on knowledge learned from textbooks^ so that she can 
achieve political awareness and become useful to the collective. For the major characters in 
the novels particularly Yang Qiangyun, youth is no longer a painful quest for uplifting, because 
they are already in the socialist “heaven” and they are the “masterly，” qualified members of this 
society. Thus, their Bildung loses the significance of metamotphosis and instead is laid out as a 
timeless carnivalistic experience of joys and happiness. Instead of being on a journey, striving for 
maturity, youth now arrives at its happy ending and stays there. Disqualified as a Bildungsroman, 
Long Live Youth is an everlasting song of youth.
However, we should understand that such a self-affirmative role of youth was only 
safeguarded by the short-lived, prosperous atmosphere of the New China immediately after its 
foundation, when Chinese young people's confidence in the new regime had yet to be eroded by 
a series of "educations** and "re-educations" and the party's coercive discipline mechanism had 
yet to be fully systematized and imposed, as it was later from the Antirightist Movement to the 
Cuiturai Revolution, in the early 1950s, the mood and psychology of Wang Meng's generation 
were shaped by the entire social consciousness, or unconsciousness, to be part of the Conununist 
dreamwork to envision a paradise on earth.
In light of this understanding, the most problematic part of Wang Meng's original manuscript 
may be its climactic ending, in which he presents a fantastic scene that aims to endorse the 
sublimity of youth in an ^outrageous" way, but actually problem^izes its blatant self-confidence 
that lays bare its illusive nature. This ending is outrageous in the sense that Chairman Mao 
himself is brought out in front of Wang Meng5s young characters:67 At 2:00 in the morning, as 
these young girls again gather in Tiananmen Square, this time to celebrate their graduation, a car 
quietly pulls up beside them and out comes Chairman Mao himself. Mao's appearance throws 
these girls into a frenzy, and he delivers a warm speech, encouraging them to study well and work 
hard for a better tomorrow for the nation. The girls take into their hearts every word he utters. 
Their conversation continues until daybreak^ when Chairman Mao is ready to leave and the girls 
excitedly embrace one another in tears. At this moment, Hu Mali, the former Christian who has 
never dared to claim happiness because of her religion, suddenly rushes to Chairman Mao and 
holds her tears, saying: (tChainnan Mao, you see, I can smile now. Really, I can smile now/*68 
Then she smiles beautifully; meanwhile, the rays of the morning sunshine illuminate the contours
67 This scene only appears in the 2003 edition of Long Live Youth, which partly restored Wang Meng's 1956 
manuscript; in all the other eariier versions of this novel, this scene of over six pages is deleted. See Wang Meng, 
Qingchm wansui, 315-20.
68 Wang Mengt Qingchun wansui, 320.
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of the majestic Tiananmen gate. Thus begins a new day, and thus ends the novel—or thus ends a 
journey laiger than the writing of a single novel: at this moment, the strenuous odyssey of modem 
Chinese youths seems to have reached a happy ending after half a centuiy's turmoil, agonies, 
agitation, disillusionment, and losses, as well as the painstaking efforts to reform, transform, 
and revolutionize both themselves and the worid. At this moment, all this seems to have melted 
into the air, purged and purified by the warm, delightful morning sunshine that brightens up 
Tiananmen Square and illuminates the images of both the youth and the nation.
This ending recalls, or to be more precise, expects, Mao's call to youth: they are to be 
regarded as the morning sunT full of vigor and vitality, shouldering the nation's future. What so 
many generations of modem Chinese intellectuals bad aspired for seems to have been achieved 
in this glorious, sublime image that embraces all: experience and history, politics and love, 
beauty and power. In Ihe novel, Mac's pei^onai appearance and speech, more than anything else, 
exemplifies the young man Wang Meng's faith in the role of youth in creating a better future for 
the nation, leading China to more victories, and shaping a Mnew heaven and earth/* It is a perfect 
happy ending.
However, in 1979, when Wang Meng, after twenty years of exile, was finally able to get 
his novel published, he deleted this scene. Why did he dismantle the climax of his narrative 
and discard a true happy ending? The answer may be found in (he twenty-six years between 
Wang Meng's writing of this ending and his decision to delete it, during which he had obviously 
experienced a lot of unhappy moments following the historical moment that conditioned and 
defined this ending. From a rather ironic perspective, Mao^s meeting with the young girls in 
Tiananmen Square in Wang Meng's novel predicts another scene that happened there thirteen 
years later in reality: in May 1966T Chairman Mao appeared in Tiananmen Square, waving his 
ann to millions of Chinese youths who would be named the generation of the "Red Guards/' 
Mao encouraged them to unleash their youthful passions and their full energy to challenge the 
authorities, who he claimed had already corrupted the party leadership with the “capitalist” ideas. 
The exclamations and roars of the Red Guards opened a new ch^ter in China^s history, in which 
youth would be given a sweeping, rampant, and unchecked power that mingled idealism with 
fascism and turned utopia into anarchy.
In the innocent, sincere, and enthusiastic smiles of Yang Qiangyun and her classmates 
standing before Mao, we may not be able to recognize the faces of the Red Guards. After all, they 
belong to two different generations. However, the self-affirming image of youth in these whimsical 
and willful young girls, as it liberates youth from politics in Wang Meng's narrative^ may already 
show some of the unbridled power that would reappear as a stronger youthful idealism mingled 
with political fascism. The image would give rise to a more radical utopian vision of young China 
that came together with vandalisdc anarchy, and when that happened, Chairman Maofs "morning 
sunM shone on the Chinese land with deadly burning rays.
Long live youth! It shines, deified, and then explodes and darkens.^
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